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Abstract — Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of a blue highbrightness InGaN/GaN LED was evaluated from the external
quantum efficiency measured as a function of current at various
temperatures ranged between 13 K and 440 K. Processing the
data with a novel evaluation procedure based on the ABC-model,
we have determined the temperature dependent IQE of the LED
structure and light extraction efficiency of the LED chip.
Separate evaluation of these parameters is helpful for further
optimization of the heterostructure and chip designs. The data
obtained enable making a guess on the temperature dependence
of the radiative and Auger recombination coefficients, which may
be important for identification of dominant mechanisms
responsible for the efficiency droop in III-nitride LEDs. Thermal
degradation of the LED performance in terms of the emission
efficiency is also considered.
Index Terms — Light-emitting diodes, III-nitrides, internal
quantum efficiency, light extraction efficiency, temperature
dependence, Auger recombination, optical emission spectra

I. INTRODUCTION

T

use of state-of-the-art light emitting diodes as the
sources for solid-state lighting requires ever increasing
optical power emitted from the unit area of the devices. In the
case of III-nitride LEDs, that is a real challenge because of the
efficiency droop, i.e. decrease of the LED emission efficiency
with operating current, specific for this kind of light emitters
and limiting their performance [1,2]. Generally, the droop is
attributed to both thermal and non-thermal mechanisms. The
former ones refer to the interplay of temperature-dependent
radiative and non-radiative recombination channels in the
LED structures and, in some particular cases, to the carrier
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leakage from the active regions. Despite the thermal droop can
be suppressed to some extent by reducing the LED thermal
resistance via proper chip design, it remains, nevertheless, an
important factor in view of the possibility of III-nitride LEDs
to operate effectively at elevated temperatures. Variety of
mechanisms has been invoked for explanation of the nonthermal droop (see, e. g., their review given in [3]), though
Auger recombination enhanced with current seems to be the
most likely one, as suggested in [4-6] and justified by recent
experiments [7-9]. Consideration of the Auger recombination
as the dominant mechanism of the efficiency reduction with
current, has enabled generation of a number of approaches to
improve the LED performance, like the use of a wide singlequantum well (SQW) or a closely coupled multi-quantum well
(MQW) active region, tailoring composition and doping of the
barriers separating QWs, etc. (see, in particular, [3] for a more
detailed discussion of the approaches). One more contribution
to the efficiency droop comes from the current crowding
resulting in localization of the photon emission region under
metallic electrodes that cover emitting surfaces of some types
of vertical LEDs [10]. This effect, leading to reduction of the
light extraction efficiency (LEE) with operating currents, can
be largely suppressed by using advanced chip designs like
thin-film flip-chips proposed by Lumileds [11] or UX:3 chips
developed by Osram Opto Semiconductors [12].
Nowadays, understanding of all the possible reasons for the
efficiency droop is quite critical to find ways for further
improvement of III-nitride LED performance in terms of the
commonly measured external quantum efficiency e (EQE) as
a function of operating current. Being the product of the
internal quantum efficiency i and light extraction efficiency
ext at negligible carrier leakage from the active region, EQE
provides an integral information on the recombination and
photon emission processes in the LED. Separate determination
of IQE and LEE would be much more helpful, providing
correlation between these parameters and specific design of
either LED heterostructure or LED chip, respectively.
Therefore, development of the techniques for separate
evaluation of IQE and LEE is in the focus of researches for a
long time.
To date, efficiency of light extraction from LED dice is
determined mainly theoretically. The most popular methods
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applied for this purpose are the ray tracing and the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) modeling [13]. The former
approach is quite suitable to account for properties of the
photon ensemble produced in the LED die. However, in its
conventional formulation, the ray tracing ignores some factors
related to photon polarization and neglects diffraction effects
important in the case of textured surfaces used for
enhancement of light extraction. The later drawback is absent
in the FDTD approach operating with the rigorous Maxwell’s
equations. However, the method is generally time- and
computer resource-costly. Therefore, it normally operates with
artificial boundary conditions, leading to uncertain inaccuracy
of the results obtained. In addition, FDTD method considers a
limited number of emitting dipoles, their polarizations, and
local positions inside the LED active region, thus
oversimplifying the description of the photon ensemble
properties. So, the ray tracing and FDTD simulations, as well
as other approaches reviewed in [13], cannot provide at the
moment estimates for LEE with an a priori known accuracy.
Temperature-dependent variable-excitation photoluminescence (PL) [14,15] and temperature-dependent electroluminescence (TDEL) [16,17] are the technique most widely used for
evaluation of IQE. They are based on intuitive assumptions
that (i) LEE does not depend on temperature and (ii) nonradiative recombination can be neglected at low temperatures,
providing nearly 100% IQE. Since LEE is affected by light
absorption inside the LED die and, in particular, by freecarrier absorption in the contact layers, the former assumption
seems to be generally incorrect because of thermal activation
of donors and acceptors. As for the latter assumption, the data
reported in [16,17] clearly show that IQE may approach a
maximum value only in a limited range of the current
variation, i.e. at other currents, IQE is definitely less than
100% even at very low temperatures. So, the latter assumption
is still waiting for its reliable experimental justification.
Recently the use of the ABC-recombination model for IQE
evaluation has become popular. Already the earlier paper [4],
reported on PL study of the emission efficiency droop in
InGaN, has shown the ABC-model to fit quite well the
dependence of the efficiency on the excitation power density.
On the basic of the model, Ryu et al., have derived a
transcendent equation for IQE as a function of current/current
density with only two free parameters: maximum IQE value
 imax and current/current density corresponding to this maximum [18]. The latter parameter could be found directly from
the measured EQE dependence on the operating current I ,
whereas the former one could be obtained by fitting the
theoretical  e ( I ) curve to the measurements. Such a method
has two main drawbacks. Firstly, it requires numerical
solution of the transcendent equation to determine theoretical
dependence  i ( I ) . Secondly, this method produces a large
error being applied to the data with systematic deviation of the
 e ( I ) behavior from that predicted by the ABC-model (see
discussion on the deviation given in [19]).
Attempts to develop a practical technique for the IQE
evaluation, which would not implement any computational
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stage, has resulted in proposal of two approximate versions of
the approach [18]. One of them suggested to measure the
width of the dome-like  e ( I ) dependence at a certain height
[20], whereas another one implied to measure the curvature of
the dependence at the maximum point [21], which enabled
estimation of the peak IQE. Despite the attractive simplicity of
the approaches, they were not yet widely employed in
practice.
Following the procedure developed for conventional III-V
compounds [22], the peak IQE value and LEE of III-nitride
LEDs were estimated from the low-signal behavior of the
measured 1/ e as a function of the square root of the output
optical power Pout [23]. Unfortunately, just at low currents
(optical powers) remarkable deviation of the EQE behavior
from that predicted by the ABC-model was observed, at least
in the case of green LEDs [6], which could be attributed to
carrier localization due to compositional fluctuations in InGaN
QWs [24]. On the other hand, the impact of the carrier
localization on EQE of blue LEDs is expected to be somewhat
weaker.
In this paper, we will show that the approach [22,23] can be
easily extended to the whole range of the current/optical
power variation, providing an express tool for separate
evaluation of the peak IQE and LEE. Using the extended
approach, we have studied the evolution of the high-brightness
blue LED efficiency with temperature in the wide range of its
variation, 13-440 К.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
samples used in our study, the experimental techniques
applied, and the suggested procedure of data processing aimed
at separate estimating LEE and peak IQE value. Detailed data
of the measurements are presented in Sec.III. Discussion on
the data and physical mechanisms controlling the temperature
evolution of the LED efficiency is given in Sec.IV. Section V
summarizes the obtained results and conclusions made and
identifies still open questions.
II. SAMPLES, EXPERIMENTS, AND DATA PROCESSING
A. Samples
We have studied high-brightness InGaN-based blue LEDs
fabricated at Osram Opto Semiconductors. The LED
structures were grown by Metalorganic Chemical Vapor
Deposition on (0001)-sapphire substrates. All the structures
consisted of an undoped GaN layer followed by a Si-doped nGaN contact layer, undoped InGaN/GaN MQW active region,
and a Mg-doped p-GaN contact layer. Highly reflective
electrodes were formed to both contact layers of the LED
structure. The structures were processed as UX:3 chips [12]
and mounted into the Golden Dragon packages without
molding with silicone and forming lenses. The absence of any
media adjacent to the chip surface was essential for correct
temperature- and intensity-dependent electroluminescence (TIDEL) measurements. On the other hand, LEE of such
samples is lower than in common applications.
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B. Experimental
As a basic experimental method we have employed T-IDEL
[17]. A Labsphere CDS-600 spectrometer and helium closedcycle cryostat Janis CCS-450 were used for this purpose. In
order to determine EQE, we measured the electroluminescence (EL) intensity at various temperatures from 13 to 440
K in a wide range of operating currents, from 10-8 to 0.8 A. To
cover a large range of the measured radiant fluxes, from 1 nW
to 0.8 W, we used variation of the photodetector exposure
time from 1 ms to 5 s and ND1-4 filters for light intensity
attenuation. EQE was measured first in the integrating sphere
and then in the cryostat at room temperature (RT); after that
the optical alignment was not changed at other temperatures.
In order to obtain absolute values of EQE for temperatures
other than RT, we used the normalization factors calculated
for the RT. The cryostat position was tuned every time at other
temperatures to compensate thermo shift of the sample holder.
Therefore, the optical alignment including absolute sample
position was not change during all the TDEL measurements.
To avoid the effect of LED self-heating on the EQE droop
at the currents higher than ~50-70 mA, we used 20 ms current
pulses at a low duty cycle. The absence of the self-heating was
confirmed by negligible red shift of the emission spectra and
their broadening with current.
The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the LEDs were
measured by the Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system in the temperature range of 13-440 K.
C. Data processing
EQE of an LED is determined from the measured lightcurrent characteristic Pout ( I ), using the relationship
(1)
e  qPout / I  ,
where q is the electron charge and ħ ω is the photon energy
averaged over the emission spectrum. Following [22,23,25],
we will plot EQE as a function of Pout and find in this plot the
peak EQE value  emax and the power Pmax corresponding to
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p1/ 2  p 1/ 2
(3)
Q2
depends linearly on the combination p1/ 2  p 1/ 2 and provides
the value of  imax by extrapolation of the linear dependence to

emax / e ( p)  imax 

p1/ 2  p 1/ 2  0 . One can see that such a linearity should be
met at any value of p , i.e. in the whole range of the
current/optical power variation, if the experimental
dependence  e ( p ) can be fitted well by the ABC-model. So,
considerable deviation from the linear dependence (3) may
serve as an indicator of the model inapplicability to interpret
the data on EQE.
Fitting the experimental emax / e ( p) points by a line

enables also estimation of the Q-factor via the slope of the
line. This improves remarkably the accuracy of the peak IQE
determination due to the relationship between  imax and the
Q-factor mentioned above. As soon as  imax is found, LEE can
be calculated as follows:  ext   emax / imax .
III. RESULTS
This section summarizes and discusses the data of
measurements obtained by the techniques described in
Sec.IIB. The results of processing the data on EQE as a
function of operating current are given here as well.
A. Current-voltage characteristics
Figure 1 shows the I-V characteristics of the LED obtained
at various temperatures. One can see the examined blue LED
to demonstrate diode-like I-V curves even at temperatures as
low, as 13-50 K, which is in line with the previous reports
(see, e.g. [28]).

this peak. Then the normalized optical power p  Pout / Pm ax
is calculated, and the  e ( p ) dependence is derived from the
measurements.
Assuming the absence of the electron leakage in the LED
structure, which has been justified experimentally [26], and
using the ABC-model one can obtain the analytic expression
for EQE as a function of the normalized optical power:
Q
(2)
e ( p)  ext i , i 
Q  p1/ 2  p 1/ 2
with Q being the only dimensionless parameter determining
the shape of the  e ( p ) dependence. This parameter was
introduced in [25] and called ‘quality factor’ in [27] due to its
relation to the peak IQE value: imax  Q /(Q  2) . On the
other hand, Q  B /(AC)1/ 2 is the combination of the
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination constant A , the radiative
recombination constant B , and the Auger recombination
constant C . As it follows from (2), the ratio

Fig. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of blue LED measured at various
temperatures

Every I-V curve plotted in Fig.1 contains two sections: lowcurrent and high-current ones. The low-current section
corresponds to the forward voltages typically less than ~2.2 V.
It can be attributed to either trap-assisted tunneling of
electrons and holes through some midgap electronic states or
carrier leakage via extended defects like threading
dislocations, micropipes, and V-defects. The high-current
section of an I-V characteristic is normally observed at the
voltages greater than ~2.7 V and is associated with the carrier
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B. Optical emission spectra
Figure 2 shows the EL spectra of the LED at various
temperatures measured at the operating current of 3 mA and
corresponding to either maximum or plateau in the EQE
dependence on current in the temperature range of 13-300 K.
The spectra consist of a main band-to-band transition peak and
two phonon replicas, especially pronounced at low
temperatures. The observation of the phonon replicas is the
evidence of high quality of the MQW active region in the LED
structure. At higher temperatures, however, the peaks related
to the phonon replicas merge with the main one, forming
extended long-wavelength tails in the spectra. The shortwavelength wings of the spectra become larger with
temperature, reflecting evolution of the carrier population in
the conduction and valence bands.

300 K. Very similar spectra were obtained by PL using the
resonant excitation of the LED structure with a violet laser
diode emitting at 405 nm (not shown here). In both EL and PL
emission spectra, the emission wavelength exhibited a weak Sshaped dependence on temperature commonly attributed to the
carrier localization in InGaN/GaN MQWs [29].
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injection into the LED active region. The change in the slope
of the I-V curve in this section is caused by contributions of
the p-n junction resistance dependent on current and the LED
series resistance. Estimates made by fitting an experimental IV curve with the Shockley’s diode equation corrected to
account for the series resistance of the diode have provided the
resistance to decrease nearly linearly from 7.1  at 13 K to 6.0
 at 440 K. The small variation of the LED series resistance
in the temperature range of 13-440 K is the evidence for (i) the
absence of the remarkable carrier freezing in the contact layers
and (ii) the fact that n- and especially p-electrodes formed to
the contact layers keep their ohmic properties in the whole
temperature range examined.
If the low-current sections of the I-V characteristics are
related to the trap-assisted tunneling of electrons and holes or
carrier leakage through the extended defects, they do not
contribute to the radiative recombination of electrons and
holes in the active region, thus forming the channel of extra
carrier losses that are not accounted for by the ABC-model.
The potential impact of the losses on the results of the EQE
data processing is discussed in detail in Sec.IVA.
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C. External quantum efficiency
Figure 3 displays selected EQE curves as a function of
current measured in the wide range of temperatures, from 13
K to 440 K. The EQE behavior at high currents is zoomed in
the inset of the figure. All the curves exhibit a dome-like
shapes with the width gradually increasing under temperature
lowering. The increase in the widths correlates with the rise of
the EQE maximum value. Note that all the curves tend to
merge at high operating currents without intersection. This
contrasts remarkably with the results reported in [30] for a
blue LED fabricated by Nichia where the onset of the
efficiency droop shifted dramatically to low currents at lower
temperatures, resulting in intersection of various EQE curves.
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Fig. 3. EQE as a function of LED operating current measured at various
temperatures. Inset displays the high-current behavior of EQE in more detail.
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Fig. 2. Emission spectra of blue LED measured at various temperatures.
Arrows indicate the spectral position of phonon replicas. Inset shows the
variation of the mean emission wavelength with temperature.

The mean emission wavelength, i.e. that corresponding to
the mean photon energy, is found to be quite stable with
temperature: it shifts by only ~3 nm in the whole range of 13-
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Fig. 4. Maximum EQE and EQE measured at the operating current of 350
mA as a function of temperature.

Dependence of the measured maximum EQE value on
temperature is shown in Fig.4. The EQE maximum decreases
with temperature from 73.7% at 13-50 K to 45.4% at 440 K.
In contrary, the EQE value corresponding to the current of 350
mA depends on temperature rather weakly. It decreases from
~49-51% at 13 K to ~41% at 440 K. Such a behavior is
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discussed in more detail in Sec.IVC.
D. Results of data processing
The processing procedure described in Sec. IIC has been
applied to the data obtained. Figure 5 shows the processing
results for selected temperatures of 13, 300, and 440 K. One
can see that the experimental emax / e ( p) ratios depends on
the variable Y = p 1/2 + p –1/2 quite linearly up to the values of
~30-40. Small Y , close to 2, correspond to EQEs next to its
maximum, whereas large Y , associated with either high or low
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current/optical power, are related to relatively low values of
EQE. Since deviation from the linear dependence of the
emax / e ( p) ratio on Y become noticeable at Y > 30-40, the
whole  e ( p ) dependence is expected to be fitted well with the
ABC-model.
The above conclusion is confirmed by direct simulations of
the  e ( p ) dependences, using (2) and the values of LEE
obtained by the data processing. Figures 5b demonstrate
clearly the excellent fitting of the experimental points by the
theoretical curves.
The results shown in Fig.5 are rather typical. Such a data
processing has been made for all the temperatures studied. The
results of the processing are summarized below in Fig. 6-7.
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Fig. 5. EQEmax/EQE ratio as a function of the p1/2+ p–1/2 combination (a) and
experimental and theoretical EQE as a function of the normalized optical
power p (b) obtained at various temperatures. Circles indicate experimental
points, solid curves are the fittings by ABC-model, using (3) and (2),
respectively. Q-factors obtained by fitting and corresponding values of LEE
and maximum IQE are given in (a).

Figure 6 shows the optical power Pmax corresponding to the
maximum of EQE obtained from the measurements and the
quality factor Q obtained by the fitting procedure described in
Sec.IIC. Except for the temperature range of ~13-50 K, both
Pmax and Q-factor are found to vary exponentially with temperature: Pm ax  P0 exp (T / T0 ) and Q  77 exp (T / T1 ) ,
where P0 = 0.17 mW, T0 = 67 K, and T1 =134 K. These approximations are shown in Fig.6 by solid lines. The fact that
T1  2T0 means, in particular, that the product Q 2 Pmax is
practically independent of temperature, at least in the
temperature range of ~70-400 K where no systematic
deviation of the experimental points from the approximations
is observed. This fact will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
LEE of the LED obtained by processing is found to depend
slightly on temperature (see Fig.7). It decreases from 76.3% to
67.5% while the temperature rises from 13 K to 440 K. Such a
relatively low LEE is attributed to the light extraction into the
air. Much better, ~75-85% and higher, values of LEE can be
achieved in completely packaged LEDs [12].
The extracted peak IQE value drops remarkably with
temperature, from 96.6% at 13 K to 67.2% at 440 K. The
temperature dependence of the IQE maximum can be
approximated by the expression imax  Q /(Q  2) , using
the temperature dependence of the Q-factor derived from
Fig.7. In contrast, IQE corresponding to the operating current
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of 350 mA is found to be practically independent of
temperature except for the high, T > 420 K, temperature range
where the peak IQE value approaches that at 350 mA.
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Fig. 7. Light extraction efficiency (top), peak IQE and IQE value at 350 mA
(bottom) obtained by processing the characterization data. Dependence of the
max
peak IQE on temperature is approximated as i  Q /(Q  2) with the
known temperature dependence of the Q-factor (see text). Horizontal line
corresponds to the constant value of 65% , approximating the IQE value at
350 mA.

IV. DISCUSSION
The results of the data processing described in the previous
sections are discussed in detail in this section in view of their
relevance to LED emission efficiency and underlying
mechanisms.
A. Low-current carrier leakage
As it was discussed in Sec.IIIA, the I-V curves contain
typically two sections: the high-current one controlled by the
carrier injection in the LED active region and the low-current
section tentatively attributed to either trap-assisted tunneling
of electrons and holes or carrier leakage through the extended
defects like threading dislocations and V-defects. In both latter
cases, carriers do not provide any contribution to the radiative
recombination, which is confirmed by the absence of a longwavelength peak in the emission spectra (see Sec.IIIB). This
means that the low-current sections of the I-V curves
correspond to additional carrier losses that are not included in
the carrier balance underlying the ABC-model.
Generally, the trap-assisted tunneling followed by the nonradiative carrier recombination can be accounted for by
modification of the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination
constants [31]. In our case, however, this is not necessary.
Indeed, detailed examination of Fig.1 and Fig.3 shows that the
current range of the EQE measurements lies practically always
well above the low-current section of the I-V curves
corresponding to the trap-assisted tunneling or leakage. In
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particular, EQE has been measured in the range of 10 -8-0.8 A
at 13-50 K, while the low-current section is observable at the
currents less than ~10-8 A. At T  400 K, the low-current
section merges with the injection one at ~10-4 A, whereas the
EQE measurements were carried out at higher currents. This
implies that the additional low-current losses of
electrons/holes do not interfere the EQE data making reliable
their processing by the evaluation procedure based on the
ABC-model.
B. Temperature dependence of light extraction efficiency
LEE obtained by the data processing is found to depend
slightly on temperature. This dependence may be explained by
considering optical losses inside the LED chip and their
dependence on temperature. Generally, there are three
channels for the losses: (i) those related to incomplete
reflection of the emitted light from the metallic electrodes
formed to the contact layers of the LED structure, (ii) those
caused by free-carrier absorption in the contact layers, and (iii)
the losses related to the band-to-band absorption in the active
region of the LED structure.
The optical losses related to incomplete light reflection
from the electrodes depend on their reflectance. Using a
simple Drude model with the parameters recommended in [32]
to approximate the optical constants of silver and accounting
for the temperature dependence of the Ag density and its
electrical conductivity [33], we have estimated the reflectivity
of the GaN/Ag interface corresponding to the normal
incidence of light at the wavelength of 450 nm. The
reflectivity is found to decrease from ~99% at 20 K to ~94%
at 300 K, leading to a rise of the optical losses with
temperature.
Free-carrier absorption in the LED contact layers is also
temperature-dependent. As a first approximation, the electron
concentration in the n-contact layer does not practically
depend on temperature due to a high donor concentration
resulting in the carrier degeneration. On the other hand, the
hole concentration is strongly temperature-dependent because
of a high activation energy of the magnesium acceptors. In
addition, the mobilities of both electrons and holes decrease
substantially with temperature. Since the free-carrier
absorption cross-section is roughly inversely dependent on the
carrier mobility, the temperature rise leads to enhancement of
this process, increasing the losses of emitted photons.
The optical losses caused by the band-to-band absorption
of emitted light in the InGaN QWs depend largely on the red
shift of the LED emission spectrum from the absorption edge,
being dependent on temperature as well. According to the data
reported in [34] for the LED emitting at 400 nm, such a shift
of ~35 meV is observed at low, ~20-70 K, temperature and
then it reduces dramatically, vanishing at ~230-250 K. The
shift reduction with temperature should be accompanying by
an increase of the band-to-band light absorption.
Therefore, all the above mechanisms are expected to
increase the optical losses inside the LED die at elevated
temperatures. This leads eventually to reduction of the chip
LEE, in line with the trend displayed in Fig.7.
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C. Temperature dependence of recombination constants
The measurements of EQE as a function of current/output
optical power do not allow separate evaluation of the
recombination constant A , B, and C . For this purpose, such
experiments should be supplemented with additional ones,
e. g. like those measuring the carrier differential life time
versus current [35-37]. Nevertheless, some of the results
obtained in our study enable making a certain guess on the
temperature dependence of the recombination constants.
It has been already mentioned in Sec.IIID, that the product
Q 2 Pmax is rather weakly dependent of temperature in the range
of ~70-400 K. According to the ABC-model, the parameter
Pm ax  extVr ( AB / C ) with Vr being the volume of the
active region where carrier recombination effectively occurs.
Correspondingly, the product Q 2 Pmax  ext Vr ( B 3 / C 2 )
does not contain the recombination constant A at all. The
single parameters Q 2 and Pmax vary by more than two orders
of magnitude in the temperature range of 70-400 K (Fig.6). To
understand the possible contribution of particular
recombination constants to the temperature dependence of the
parameters Q 2 and Pmax , let us assume Vr  T k , B  T  ,
and C  T  . Such a power-law approximations are evidently
valid for the recombination constant B and, in some cases of
non-threshold Auger processes, for the recombination constant
C [38,39]. For the recombination volume Vr , however, the
power-law dependence can be considered only as an estimate
roughly accounting for the full range of the parameter
variation with temperature. Then the independence of the
product Q 2 Pmax on temperature is equivalent to the following
relation between the power coefficients: k  3  2 .
Regarding the available data on the non-uniform carrier
injection in MQW LED structures [17,40,41], we can
conclude that the recombination volume Vr may vary
between that of a single QW and the total volume of all the
QWs in the MQW active region. This limits the coefficient k
in the assumed temperature dependence of Vr by the value of
~1 (the value k = 0 corresponds to a temperature independent
Vr ). In the case of a thin QW confining the ground electron
and hole states only, the coefficient β = –1 . So, the coefficient
γ may vary between –1 (for k = 0) and –1.5 (for k = 1) in
accordance with the above relationship. This means eventually
that both recombination coefficients B and C should descend
with temperature.
A similar result has been recently reported by Hader et al.
[42]. They referred to the data of [30] where the normalized
EQE of a blue LED fabricated by Nichia was measured vs.
current at different temperatures. To analyze the behavior of
the recombination constants, the authors of [42] calculated
theoretically the dependence B(T) and then extracted the
constants A and C by fitting the data of [30] by the ABCmodel. The results of the calculations and data processing
–7/4
–5/2
–3
were approximated as follows: B T
and C T
(or T )
[42]. In this case, both B and C constants were descending
functions of temperature. Moreover, using the above
approximations, we have obtained the product Q 2 Pmax to be

–1/4
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+1/8

proportional to T
(or T ) for the temperature independent
recombination volume. The latter estimate shows the product
to be actually independent of temperature within the accuracy
of the employed approximations.
The descending temperature dependence of the
recombination constant C does not correlate with available
theoretical considerations [43-45] of the Auger recombination
in bulk InGaN and QWs (in particular, a weak increase of the
C constant with temperature has been predicted in [43] and
[45]). This fact was used in [42] as the basis for suggesting a
mechanism of the efficiency droop alternative to that
involving Auger recombination. Leaving aside the discussion
on the droop mechanisms, we would like to mention that the
descending temperature dependence of the Auger coefficient
has been already reported, e. g., for 4H-SiC heavy-doped with
acceptors [46] and also predicted theoretically for some nonthreshold Auger processes in low-dimensional structures
[38,39].
It follows from the above discussion that our results on the
temperature dependence of the recombination constants B and
C agree well with those reported in [42] and based on the
observations made in [30]. On the other hand, they are in some
conflict with the constants behavior reported in [36] for the
temperature range of 300-425 K. In that study, the
recombination constants were determined from the joint fitting
the EQE and differential life time of SQW blue LEDs grown
on silicon substrates. The data obtained provided descending
dependence B(T) with β  –1 and ascending dependence C(T)
with γ  +1.2 . A possible explanation for the discrepancy
between our results and those reported in [36] may be as
follows. Our consideration attributes the recombination
volume variation to the whole temperature range of ~70-400
K. In practice, Vr may vary in a much narrower range, being
nearly constant at other temperatures. This would result in a
change of the power coefficient for the temperature
dependence of the Auger recombination constant, including
possible switching from descending to ascending function.
Such an opportunity is in line with particular calculations
presented in [38,39] for the QWs and quantum dots made of
conventional III-V compounds. Being justified experimentally
for III-nitride QWs, the changes of the power coefficient of
the temperature-dependent recombination constant C would be
the evidence for a non-threshold character of the Auger
processes occurring in the LED heterostructures.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper reports on temperature variation of electrical and
optical characteristics of a high-brightness blue LED measured
in a wide range of 13-440 K. The suggested procedure of the
data processing based on the ABC-model has enabled separate
estimating of epi-structure IQE and LEE of the packaged LED
chip. To our knowledge, such a detailed study of the emission
efficiency and its temperature dependence is reported for the
first time.
We have found the ABC-model to fit well the LED
emission efficiency in the whole range of the temperature
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variation studied here. The low-current carrier losses
tentatively attributed to either trap-assisted tunneling or to
carrier leakage along extended defects did not interfere the
results of the efficiency measurements. Estimations have
shown LEE to decrease slightly with temperature, from ~76%
at 13 K to ~68% at 440 K. The peak IQE value is found to be
~86% at room temperature, increasing up to ~96-97% at low
temperatures of about 13-50 K. The latter justifies the use of
the temperature-dependent EL measurements for estimating
IQE of blue LEDs. In contrast, high-current IQE value
corresponding to the operating current of 350 mA has turned
out to be practically independent of temperature and equal to
~65%.
The latter fact is in line with the temperature-independent
product of the parameters Q 2 Pmax derived from the data
obtained. Assuming a monotonic power-law temperature
dependence of the recombination volume and radiative and
Auger recombination constants B and C we came to
conclusion that both B and C constant should descend with
temperature. The conclusion does not correlate with available
theoretical models of Auger recombination in III-nitride
materials. A possible explanation of the above discrepancy
given in the paper implies a non-monotonic temperature
dependence of the Auger recombination coefficient, which
may be the evidence for a non-threshold character of the
Auger processes occurring in the LED structure. More efforts,
aimed primarily at direct measurements of the recombination
coefficients in a wide temperature range, is required in future
to clarify finally this aspect.
We believe that the proposed procedure of data processing
could be also helpful for optimization of the LED structure
and chip design, as well as for further studying the
mechanisms responsible for the efficiency droop and for the
efficiency ‘green gap’ still remaining a major problem for
solid-state lighting.
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